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240 sentences (60 of each of the four experimental conditions) presented to each
participant. In all sentences the critical verb was followed with from two throughsix
words.
QUESTION: In simple, active, canonical English sentences, do verbs that

assign the role of Agent to subject NPs evoke a P600 or an N400
when that subject NPs is inanimate in nature but lexico-semantically
unrelated to that verb?
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Conclusion
Semantic-thematic information can have an immediate and online impact on
syntactic processing, as reflected by the modulation of the P600, just as the
syntactic assignment of thematic roles to NPs (building up sentence
context) can have an immediate and online impact on word-by-word
semantic processing, as reflected by the modulation of the N400.

Discussion

The P600. The combination of an inanimate NP with a verb that assigned it
a thematic role of Agent, was sufficient to evoke a P600, regardless of the
lexico-semantic relationship of that NP with that verb. We suggest that a
P600 is elicited when the thematic relationship between the critical verb and
its preceding NP arguments is strong enough to bias towards a different
structure or interpretation of the sentence to that dictated by the syntax.

The N400. The N400 to thematic role violations – both related and unrelated
– was attenuated by an overlapping P600 evoked by these violations. Was
this due cancellation at the scalp surface? Or is the underlying process
reflected by the N400 attenuated by the underlying process reflected by the
P600?

These  findings are consistent with the idea that all potential thematic
relationships between a verb and its argument(s) are activated in parallel to
the assignment of syntactic structure, such that they influence the cost in
processing that verb.
Do thematic activations modulate activation levels for syntactic frames (i.e.
implying that they are not dissociable from syntactic processing) [4, 5]? Or
can they act directly [1,2]?
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Results

Experimental Design

Electrophysiological Recording
Sentences presented word-by-word (450msec; ISI:100msec).
Task: To decide whether or not each sentence made sense.

EEG measured with twenty-
nine active tin electrodes,
continuously sampled at 200
Hz and amplified with a
bandpass of 0.01 to 40 Hz.
16 right-handed healthy
participants

“For breakfast the eggs
would bury toast and
jam.”

The animate subject NP preceding
the critical verb is replaced by an
inanimate subject NP as described
under (3) but the critical verb is
replaced by a verb from another
scenario such that it is lexico-
semantically unrelated to its
preceding content words and such
that the sentence is conceptually
implausible

(4) Unrelated
animacy thematic
role (TR) violation

 “For breakfast the eggs
would eat toast and jam.”

The animate subject NP preceding
the critical verb is replaced by an
inanimate subject NP that is lexico-
semantically related to the
preceding content words but that
still makes the sentence
pragmatically/semantically
implausible.

(3) Related
animacy thematic
role (TR) violation

 “For breakfast the boys
would bury toast and
jam.”

The critical verb is replaced by a
verb from another sentence
scenario. This makes the sentence
conceptually  implausible.

(2) Non-thematic
role (non-TR)
pragmatic violation

"For breakfast the boys
would eat toast and jam.”

Baseline condition against which
the other conditions are evaluated.

(1) None

ExampleExplanationLinguistic violation

How does semantic, syntactic and thematic information come together to form a
final representation of meaning as we process language online?

Unambiguous semantic anomalies within simple sentences can evoke a robust
P600 effect but an absent or very small N400 effect [3-7,10]. This P600 may reflect
a processing cost that results when the semantic/thematic relationship between a
critical verb and its preceding noun-phrase (NP) argument(s) bias towards a
different interpretation of the sentence to that dictated by its actual syntactic
structure.

What are the types of semantic relationships that are strong enough to bias towards
such an alternative interpretation? Only close lexico-semantic associations between
a verb and its preceding content  words? Or thematic relationship that also
encompass more basic semantic features (e.g. animacy)?

Introduction
Non-thematic role pragmatically anomalous verbs that were semantically unrelated to their preceding
animate arguments evoked a robust N400 effect and a small P600 effect.

Unrelated animacy thematic role violated verbs evoked a robust P600 effect but only a small N400
effect.

No violation
Pragmatic non-TR violation

No violation

Related animacy thematic role violated verbs evoked a robust P600 effect but only a small N400
effect.

Related animacy TR violation

No violation
Unrelated animacy TR violation


